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permission to access the microphone, please allow. Close ★For GOOGLE DOCS★Go paperless with this FREE Mole Conversion Practice Problem Set that will help your chemistry students with 1 and 2 Step Mole Conversions. A colorful Mole Map I've created is pasted inside the Google Doc to serve as a reference. Students will use the map colors to
identify the given and unknown units in each problem, shade them the corresponding colors, and then solve. A very detailed Answer Key is included. ★INCLUDED IN THIS FREE RESOURCE★5 One or Two Step Mole Conversion PrStudents always have difficulty remembering if they need to multiply or divide (and by what?!) when converting to/from
moles. These four triangles remind students what needs to be divided or multiplied when converting to moles, grams, molar mass, number of molecules, volume, or molarity. Instructions for use are in PDF. My students love these and I let them use them on tests.Customer TipsHow to get TPT credit to use on future purchasesPlease go to your My
Purchases page (you may need to login).This lab introduces applied Stoichiometry. Students should know how to calculate formula mass, convert between grams and moles, balance equations, and use mole ratios. If they've learned conversions but haven't encountered stoichiometry, this is a great way to introduce it. You'll need (alternative supplies
below! you don't NEED lab supplies other than citric acid) Citric acid; buy this in cooking supply stores or online. Less than 100g needed Baking Soda; less than a half-cup or 100 g BalanceTypes:Moles Conversion – Diagnostic Testby This is a 14 question diagnostic assessment I use at the beginning of the Mole Conversion Unit. This should give you
an idea on how familiar your students are with converting between units and working with the concept of the mole. Depending on how the class does you can make adjustments to how much time you plan for each concept in the unit.Demonstration Mole Conversion Cardsby These cards match the smaller student set also available here.Large set of
manipulatives to be used on the board for demonstration of molar conversions and stoichiometry concepts. The color-coding of the units (moles, particles, and grams) helps show how units should be set up diagonally and cancelled out. Can be demonstrated by the teacher or with student participation.Types:Mole Conversions Cardsby Students can
practice setting up basic and stoichiometric conversions from their Chemistry practice problems using these cards. Try them with magnets and have students color-coding their worksheets and notes for an extra boost.Types:Page 2Kids always love finding something. Let's challenge your students to look for 101 animals hidden in this word search
puzzle. The 101 animal vocabulary words are: Alligator, ant, badger, bat, bear, bee, beetle, butterfly, camel, centipede, chicken, chimpanzee, clams, cockroach, coral, cormorant, cow, coyote, crab, crow, deer, dog, dolphin, dove, dragonfly, ducks, eagle, elephant, elk, fish, flamingo, fly, fox, frog, giraffe, goat, goldfish, goose, gorilla, grasshopper,
hamster, hare, hawk, hedgehPage 3Kids always love finding something. Let's challenge your students to look for 101 animals hidden in this word search puzzle. The 101 animal vocabulary words are: Alligator, ant, badger, bat, bear, bee, beetle, butterfly, camel, centipede, chicken, chimpanzee, clams, cockroach, coral, cormorant, cow, coyote, crab,
crow, deer, dog, dolphin, dove, dragonfly, ducks, eagle, elephant, elk, fish, flamingo, fly, fox, frog, giraffe, goat, goldfish, goose, gorilla, grasshopper, hamster, hare, hawk, hedgehPage 4Are you looking for some fun and hands-on rhyming activities that will help your students practice both tech and academic skills? You can use this resource to work in
Google Slides or PowerPoint on any device. Your students will have to add the beginning sound to the CVCe word on each slide using the movable letters.CVC Words Included: Long A: make, lake, bake, wake, rake, take, cake,same, name, fame, tame, game, came,face, lace, race,date, gate, late, rate, mate,cane, lane, mane, pane, salPage 5LEVELED
PASSAGES! CHOOSE EACH STUDENT'S READING LEVEL. ALL STUDENTS WILL HAVE SAME CONTENT, VOCAB, AND QUESTIONS! You have Full Permission to Digitalize, Google Drive/slides/docs/etc., Share, Modify, or use any other means to send home to your students. It’s yours- ENJOY! Please send me a copy to share with others on
here.Nilly Dilly's Story Club: Common Core Quick Sheets,Frogs and Toads, All-on-One page, Close Reading, TDQ's, Fluency Check, ELA Standard Aligned, Strands listed, Answer Key, No PPage 6LEVELED PASSAGES! CHOOSE EACH STUDENT'S READING LEVEL. ALL STUDENTS WILL HAVE SAME CONTENT, VOCAB, AND QUESTIONS! You have
Full Permission to Digitalize, Google Drive/slides/docs/etc., Share, Modify, or use any other means to send home to your students. It’s yours- ENJOY! Please send me a copy to share with others on here.Nilly Dilly's Story Club: Common Core Quick Sheets,Frogs and Toads, All-on-One page, Close Reading, TDQ's, Fluency Check, ELA Standard Aligned,
Strands listed, Answer Key, No PPage 7This is a free sample of my S'more Speech No Prep Worksheets. This sample includes picture supported worksheets for non-readers for /th/ in the initial, medial and final word positions. Worksheets are perfect for mixed therapy groups and as home reinforcement. If you like this sample, you may be interested in
the complete packet which includes 63 no prep worksheets targeting K, G, R, L, CH, SH, TH, S , V, J, R, L blends, R blends, S blends and vocalic ER.You can find the complete product at my sPage 810 More, 10 Less Spin (for Common Core 1.NBT.5)by Enjoy this new “spin” on 10 more and 10 less. This activity is a fun review for first graders who are
familiar with the standard (1.NBT.5) and second graders needing a refresher before jumping into Common Core standard 2.NBT.8 Included: *Directions *Hundred Chart *Spinner board *Assessment/Recording Sheet *Ticket Out the Door (when using this activity during a lesson). You can find many more Common Core resources in my TpT store.
Thank you for downloading, I appreciate your feedback! K. AlmFruit and Vegetable Sort, Vocabulary Cards and More!by This pdf includes various photographs of fruits and vegetables with and without labels (vocabulary cards, sorting activity and match the word to fruit or vegetable cards as well as a My favorite... activity) I made this to reinforce
vocabulary with my emergent Ells, hope you find it helpful as well!
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